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Duration: 10-40 minute setup, ongoing observation 

Audience: Any age! Recommended Ages 6 and up, with an adult helper* 

Location: Outdoors, near some flowers in the sunshine 

*This activity is built to guide an adult and child(ren) in the 
collaborative process of building an at-home pollinator hotel. Kid-
friendly activities and info are indicated, but get children involved 
at each step as you see fit! 

 

Theme: Busy bees need a safe place for their babie-zzz. 

Goals:  

• Gain understanding of the important role of pollinators 
and their habitat needs  

• Use natural and recycled materials to get creative as you 
design and build your own Pollinator Hotel! 

• Practice observation skills as residents move into the hotel 
throughout the season- can you identify them all? 

Kid-friendly Introduction: Learn about the important role of 
pollinators and what they need to survive…  

Oxbow’s farm fields are always buzzing with life! Farmers depend on 
help from pollinators to grow tasty fruits—from the sweetest treats 
like apples, melons, strawberries, and grapes, to savory snacks like 
cucumbers, tomatoes, peas, and pumpkins! Pollinators also play an 
important role in many plant life cycles, helping each season’s 
flowers transform into the next season’s seeds. The relationships 
between humans, plants, and pollinators is so important. We do all 
we can to support the wild bees, butterflies, and other pollinators 
that help farms and forests around Oxbow flourish. Even if you’re 
not growing a garden at home, wild pollinators will still appreciate 
your support, and so will any flowering plants throughout your 
neighborhood!  

Read a children’s book and check out the recommended resources in the 
conclusion to learn more about who’s buzzing around your backyard, the process of pollination, and how you can 
support pollinators! 

Children’s Book recommendations: 
- “Flowers Are Calling” by Rita Gray 
- “Save the Bees (Save the Earth)” by Bethany Stahl 
- “The Clover & the Bee: A Book of Pollination” by Annie 
Ophelia Dowden (for older readers) 
- “The Reason for a Flower: A Book About Flowers, Pollen, 
and Seeds” by Ruth Heller 
 

Above: A small native sweat bee visits a flower at the 
Oxbow Kids’ Farm. Sweat bees might nest in tree 
cavities like holes in your new pollinator hotel! Photo 
taken by bee expert and Common Acre researcher, 
Will Peterman. 

Material options:  

• Dry, hollow plant stems and pruners or 
scissors to cut  

• Cardboard, large-diameter pipe pieces, 
plastic pots, wire, other materials to hold 
bundles of nesting tubes & protect bees 
from the elements 

• Untreated wood, at least 6”+ thick  
• Power drill & assorted bits (around 3/36”  

to 1/2”) 
• Scrap paper and pencil, pen, or small stick  
• Tape, stapler 
• Creativity- See instructions for more ideas 

and come up with your own unique design! 

Bee part of a bee exchange! 
For extra easy Pollinator Hotel options and 
healthy bee cocoons to start the spring season 
here in Washington state, check out Rent 
Mason Bees or Crown Bees nesting kits and 
cocoons, shipped to your door! You’ll also find 
much more information about native 
pollinators and fun, educational activities! 
 

https://www.rentmasonbees.com/pages/rental-process
https://www.rentmasonbees.com/pages/rental-process
https://crownbees.com/
https://learn.rentmasonbees.com/?mc_cid=c026b114bd&mc_eid=01b8ebc0a2
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Building Your Own Pollinator Hotel (you’ll need an adult helper):  Create a Pollinator Hotel and 
make a prediction about who will move in…  

Below, you’ll find ideas for how to provide nesting cavities for 
solitary bee species like mason, carpenter and leafcutters. We 
love hosting these gentle bees on the Oxbow Kids’ Farm because 
they’re excellent pollinators and are friendly with visitors of all 
ages. 

The most important part of making a Pollinator Hotel is to secure 
the nesting materials so they don’t sway in the wind or get 
knocked to the ground, and ensure sure they stay dry from rain. 
Position nesting materials to receive as much sunlight as possible and sit 
around 3-7 feet off the ground.  

We built our large 
structure out of scrap 
lumber and a piece of 
plastic roofing to keep 
the nesting materials 
extra protected and 
stable, but there are many 
design and material 
options for your 
Pollinator Hotel! 

A plastic tote turned on 
its side and secured to 
posts or set on a 
retaining wall can provide 
ample shelter. For a 
smaller hotel that still 
supports a lot of bees, an 
empty pot can be tucked 
under the eve of a house 
or mounted to the sunny side of a garden shed, then filled with 
nesting materials. We recommend drilling a couple small drainage 
holes in the bottom, just in case rain blows sideways into the 
hotel. You can even simply drill nesting holes into untreated 
wooden fence posts, just leave enough space in between holes to 
keep the fence strong!  

 

 

 

 

Above: Oxbow Kids’ Farm Pollinator 
Hotel, full of different nesting materials 
 

But what about the 
stingers!? 

In two words: you’re safe! 

Since cavity nesting bees are 
solitary with no honey or hive 
to protect, they’re quite docile! 
At Oxbow, we often have 
crowds gathered around our 
pollinator hotel. Kids can safely 
handle mason bee cocoons and 
even adult bees on a flat, open 
hand. Only the females have 
stingers, which don’t produce 
venom; if they do sting, it’s just 
a “pin prick” sensation (though 
there is always risk of allergic 
reaction). Most bees only sting 
as a very last resort, life if 
they’re being squished. If you 
remain calm and gentle and 
wear shoes in case of 
accidentally stepping on one, 
you should be totally safe! 

 

Common Wasp, Left 
Mason Bee Right 

 
Note of Caution: We have found 
that our spacious and protected 
hotel structure is an appealing 
place for paper wasps to build 
their nests. Unfortunately, these 
social wasps are much more 
aggressive and will sting, so we 
spray their nests with a simple 
dish soap and water solution 
which is safe for humans but 
dissolves their nest. 

     
     

     
    

    

Left: Pollinator Hotels can be made 
from totes or plastic/ wooden boxes, 
held up by T-posts. Oxbow’s farm 
fields have similar boxes to facilitate 
pollination of our veggie and flower 
fields. Photo Credit: 
https://www.ars.usda.gov/ 
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Creating the Hotel “Rooms”: 

Pollinator Hotel rooms are simply cozy cavities (holes) for female bees to lay eggs in, where larvae can 
safely mature and cocoons stay dry through the winter. This season we’re testing out different kinds of 
natural cavities and different sizes of drilled holes to investigate what style of hotel room the Kids’ Farm 
wild pollinators prefer.  

We present three methods below, but consider what supplies you 
have available. Your Pollinator Hotel can likely be constructed for free 
with materials found around your home & neighborhood! It’s a good 
opportunity to get creative. 

Turn your Pollinator Hotel into a living, buzzing, art installation! 

Method 1- Bundled plant stems for pollinator nesting 
cavities:  

Pros: cheap/free, creative use of garden prunings/dieback 

Cons: can’t be cleaned so should only be used for 1-2 years 
to avoid spreading diseases; cutting required; may disturb 
other insects already nestled in the stems! 

1. Use pruners or scissors to harvest plant stems with pithy or hollow centers. 
a. We’re experimenting with raspberry, knotweed, sorghum, kiwi, aster, lemon balm, 

grape, and elderberry stems this year. What kinds of stems can you find? 
2. Cut to around 5”-7” long.  

a. If using stems with nodes (like bamboo or knotweed) cut just behind the node so each 
stem segment has a naturally closed end. 

3. Bundle stems together.  
a. We wrapped some in cardboard, stapled into a circle to hold the bundle together, 

Others were put into plastic pots, we got creative filling short lengths of scrap metal 
pipe and even made a special hotel “suite” with a couple bent out of shape license 
plates! You can also use wire or twine to tie/wrap each bundle up- whatever you have 
available that will help keep the nesting cavities secure! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Raspberry canes in a funky license 
plate suite 

Using pruners to cut sorghum stems Kiwi cuttings bundled in cardboard 

Above: Mason bee larvae mature into adult 
bees inside their nesting cavity through 
spring and summer, rest cozy in their 
cocoons throughout the winter, then 
emerge to forage and lay more eggs in 
early spring. Photo Credit: Rent Mason 
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Method 2- The drilled wood method: 

Pros: sturdy, can drill fun designs and test different size holes 

Cons: basic design can’t be cleaned, but you can line holes with paper 
straws/tubes for easy reuse, requires drill 

1. Procure a block or round of untreated, “bug safe” wood (not cedar) at 
least 6.5” thick and a drill with sharp bits- the smoother the inside of each 
hole, the better.  
2. Drill holes 4”-6” into the block but not all the way through (bees like a 
dead-end), leaving about 1/2” space between holes to preserve structural 
integrity of wood. 

5/16” or 8mm wide holes 
around 6” deep are usually 
preferred by native Blue 
Orchard Mason bees but other 
bees and insects will utilize 
larger and smaller holes, so 
feel free to experiment! In 
general, the smaller the 
diameter, the shallower the 
hole needs to be.  

 

This scientist designed a an experimental Pollinator Hotel with different sized holes, then carefully 
observed and took notes to make a graph of what sizes the bees used throughout the season: 
https://permies.com/t/48947/Leaf-Cutter-Bees-Preferred-Hole  

How do you think different sized holes or cavities like these are made in nature? 

 

Method 3- The paper tube method: 

Pros: just need a pencil or pen (or a stick about the same size), paper, and small amount of tape; can 
be used to line holes in wood drilled nests for easy cleaning; you can gently open the tubes to easily 
clean out debris and keep cocoons safe through the winter- and get to hold/check them out up 
close! 

Cons: should only be used for one season, some fine motor skills required 

1. Take a piece of scrap paper and cut or tear it into strips about 6” wide. 
a. for average printer paper, just fold and cut in half down the middle, hamburger style. 

2. Lay pencil or pen along 6” edge of paper on a flat surface and roll up tightly. 
3. Use a small piece of tape to keep paper tube from unrolling. 
4. Pull out pencil/pen and tape or staple tube closed at one end. 
5. Bundle a bunch of tubes together and put into a sheltered area with open ends facing the sun 

(we filled a cardboard chocolate bar wrapper with paper tubes, just for fun!) 

We experimented with different bit sizes 

Above: A scrap of lumber and 
a log round filled with many 
sizes of cavities will provide 
habitat for many kinds of 

 

https://permies.com/t/48947/Leaf-Cutter-Bees-Preferred-Hole
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Additional Features and Considerations:  

• Provide clay or clay-rich soil for mason bees to seal up their egg chambers and a small bowl of 
water with marbles or pebbles that insects can stand on to safely take a drink. 

• Protect bees & cocoons from predators 
by covering hotel entrance with 
protective mesh like chicken wire, 
something with holes large enough for 
bees to get through, while keeping hungry 
bird beaks out!  

• Use nontoxic paint to decorate the hotel 
to attract bees; paint the wood block or 
ends of nesting cavities with bright 
yellows, greens, blues, and purples to 
draw attention to them. 

o While it look pretty to us, bees 
can’t actually see the red/orange 
end of the color spectrum! For 
more information, check out 
https://www.beeculture.com/bees-
see-matters/). Why do you think some flowers are red? 

• Make sure flowers throughout the bee’s habitat remain pesticide free, including flowering 
“weeds” like dandelions and thistle! 

• Can you come up with other creative nesting cavities and Pollinator Hotel designs using bee-safe 
materials? 

Rolling paper tightly around a pencil to 
make a nesting tube 

All the open ends of the tubes Bundled in a chocolate bar wrapper 
to keep from blowing away 

Above: This photo from https://beekeepclub.com/best-mason-
bee-house/ shows wire mesh covering the nesting holes to 
protect the bees from birds! 

https://www.beeculture.com/bees-see-matters/
https://www.beeculture.com/bees-see-matters/
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Kid-friendly Conclusion and Ongoing Monitoring: Monitor your hotel; keep learning about and 
supporting your local pollinators…  

Once your hotel is constructed and left undisturbed in a sunny, 
protected area, pollinators (and likely other critters) should naturally 
come check it out.  

Sit quietly near a flower and do a pollinator observation activity. 

See if you can identify any of the visiting bees by using Oxbow’s Bee 
Identification Pages. 

What types of pollinators might lay eggs in the nesting cavities? 
Check out the extra resources and make a prediction about which 
species will move into your hotel…Then keep a close watch 
through the spring and summer to see who comes to visit! 

Try not to feel disappointed if no bees move in, it may take a while for them to find the hotel and there 
could be other factors influencing your local pollinator population. Is there anything else you can do to 
make sure your neighborhood is welcoming and safe for pollinators? 

Are there flowers blooming to provide food? Mason bees love big leaf maple pollen in the early spring!  

Are pesticides being used? These chemicals can harm bees and other pollinators. 

 

Guiding questions: 

• Besides a safe place to lay eggs, what else do native solitary bees need to survive?  
o What else can you offer/do to improve their habitat?  

• How can we support other pollinators, who don’t nest in cavities/visit the hotel?  
o Consider the bumblebees, butterflies, hummingbirds, ants, and others! 

• Who needs to be pollinated around your neighborhood?  
o Take a walk and stop to smell the flowers! What colors/varieties can you find? Even a 

lonely dandelion popping through a crack in the sidewalk is an important food source 
for early spring pollinators!  

o Make observations at different times throughout the season- are there flowers blooming 
throughout the spring, summer, and fall, to sustain pollinators throughout the year? 

• What’s tasty treats are in your kitchen, thanks to pollination?  
o Make a “pollinated salad” with fruits, nuts, and seeds- drizzle honey on top and thank 

the honeybees and their caretakers for the extra special treat! 

 

 

 

 

 

Above: A little Blue Orchard mason bee 
emerging from his room- see that tuft of 
blonde? That’s how you can identify the 
male mason bees! Photo Credit: Rent Mason 
Bees 

http://www.oxbow.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Oxbow-Pollinator-Observation-Activity.pdf
http://www.oxbow.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Oxbow-Bee-Identification-Cards.pdf
http://www.oxbow.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Oxbow-Bee-Identification-Cards.pdf
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Ongoing Care (Helpful tips and resources for pollinator fans of all ages): 

Toward the end of the fall, once the freezing temperatures start to set in, if you have nesting tubes that 
you can gently open up, consider removing cocoons and 
storing in your refrigerator or a cold cellar through the winter, 
then bring outside when temperatures thaw in the spring, with 
new nesting materials available. This will help protect these 
baby bees from the elements and predators/parasites.  

If you used the wood block or cut stem method and your 
Hotel will stay dry through the winter, the bees should be just 
fine cozied up in their cavities and adults will naturally crawl 
out in the springtime.  

To avoid spreading disease, after a season or two build a new 
hotel and cover the old one completely with a large box. Just 
cut one ~1/2” hole for bees to fly out of when they emerge 
in springtime, they will not return to the old cavities and 
therefore reduce the chance of transmitting disease/parasites 
to the next generation. Leave a new, clean, Pollinator Hotel 
nearby and they’ll happily move in! 

 

Recommended Resources (For learners of all ages!): 
 
Reference Books:  

• “Attracting Native Pollinators: The Xerces Society Guide, Protecting North America’s Bees and 
Butterflies” from the Xerces Society  

•  “Pollinator Friendly Gardening” By Rhonda Fleming Hayes 
• “The Bees in Your Backyard: A Guide to North America’s Bees” by Joseph S. Wilson & Olivia 

Messinger Carril 
 
Online: 

• The World Bee Project: https://www.worldbeeproject.org  
• Pollinator Partnership: https://www.pollinator.org   
• Washington State University Extension: https://extension.wsu.edu/snohomish/home-pollination/ 
• Xerces Society: https://xerces.org/pollinator-conservation/about-pollinators 

 
Washington native bees and nesting kits for sale or rent, plus lots more information about 
their care: 

• Crown Bees: https://www.crownbees.com  
• Rent Mason Bees: https://www.rentmasonbees.com  

Above: Covering last year’s hotel rooms 
with a big box at the end of winter, just 
before any nesting bees started to 
emerge.  

A half inch hole will allow the bees to 
emerge, but prevent more from nesting 
in the old cavities. 

 

https://www.worldbeeproject.org/
https://www.pollinator.org/
https://extension.wsu.edu/snohomish/home-pollination/
https://xerces.org/pollinator-conservation/about-pollinators
https://www.crownbees.com/
https://www.rentmasonbees.com/

